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Bs is (pseudo)scalar – no photon penguin
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Effective Lagrangian in the SM:
∗
Vts (CA QA + CS QS + CP QP ) + h.c.
Leff = G2F M2W Vtb

Scalar operators: QS = (b̄R qL )(l̄l) QP = (b̄R qL )(l̄ 5 l)
Standard Model: CS & CP are highly suppressed
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Contribution of QS and QP are not helicity suppressed
Potentially large coefficients CS and CP in 2HDM
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and New Physics

Contribution of QS and QP are not helicity suppressed
Potentially large coefficients CS and CP in 2HDM
Yet, only if contribution to ∆Ms is suppressed,
i.e. type 2 Higgs potential, λ5 ≪ 1 and type 3 Yukawas
which is the MSSM at tan β ≫ 1, with the Branching Ratio
BR ∝ (tan β)6 MA-4
Non-zero ∆Γs allows for another untagged observable
beyond the BR via an effective lifetime measurement.
[Bruyn, Fleischer, Knegjens et.al. `12]
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Theory Status at NLO
CS & CP can be neglected within the Standard Model
CA(mt / MW)NLO = 1.0113 CA(mt / MW)LO
– for QCD MS-bar mt = mt(mt) [Buras, Buchalla; Misiak, Urban `99]
For pure QCD determine < !- !+|QA|Bs > from
< 0 |b̄ γ! γ5 s|Bs > = i p! fBs (fBs= 227.7(4.5)MeV [FLAG])
QED & Electroweak were so far only known at LO –
this leads to a ±2% & ±7% uncertainty
Improved theory prediction will give us a precision probe
of CA , CS and CP (+ flipped Operators ... )
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QED corrections
Bs decay into a 2 lepton final state always helicity suppressed
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QED corrections
Bs decay into a 2 lepton final state always helicity suppressed
Soft photon radiation from muons:
Theoretical branching ratio is fully
inclusive of bremsstrahlung.
There would be sizeable corrections
otherwise [Buras, Girrbach, Guadagnoli, Isidori]
arXiv:1208.0934.
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Soft photon radiation from muons:
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inclusive of bremsstrahlung.
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Direct emission is IR safe (Bs is
neutral) and phase space suppressed
for invariant mass m!! close to MBs.
[Aditya, Healey, Petrov] arXiv: 1212.4166
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Illustration
Consider an experimental signal window for
the invariant mass of the muon pair m!!
Simulate signal
fully inclusive of
bremsstrahlung
(PHOTOS)
Direct emission is
a background in
the signal window
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Comparing Theory and Experiment
Bremsstrahlung taken into account by the experiment and
direct emission treated as background.
The Bs system has a non-zero decay width difference:
→ instantaneous ≠ time integrated branching ratio
[de Bruyn, Fleischer et. al. `12] This correction is precisely known.
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Comparing Theory and Experiment
Bremsstrahlung taken into account by the experiment and
direct emission treated as background.
The Bs system has a non-zero decay width difference:
→ instantaneous ≠ time integrated branching ratio
[de Bruyn, Fleischer et. al. `12] This correction is precisely known.
→ Only electroweak corrections and QED to CA(!b) are
potentially large – enhanced by mtop/MW, 1/sW, αe log2(MW/
mb). NNLO is important to remove the scale uncertainty.
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NLO EW and NNLO QCD
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Choose OS-2 as default scheme
LO
FIG. 2. Comparison of the matching
scale,
µ0 , dependence of C10 at the scale µ0 in four renormalization schemes (OS-2, OS-1,
Solution
of RGE
0.93
HY and MS) at LO (dotted) and with NLO
EW
corrections
(solid).
See
text
for more details.
ÿ“
‰
CA pµb q “
Upµb , µ0 q A,i Ci pµ0 q
full (NNLO QCD + NLO EW)

NLO EW calculation removes 7%
scheme ambiguities
i

0.94

[Bobeth,
Stamou
`14]
scale
µ0 , it is MG,
less than
±0.4% corresponding
to ±0.8%
plings ↵
˜ s and ↵
˜ e ,+NLO
see Eqs.
QCD(32) and (34), with five relÑ Upµb , µ0 q = evolution operator
0.95
on the branching ratio. The strong reduction of the µ0
evant contributions
C10,(mn) , (mn = 11, 21,
02,Log
12, 22),
+QED
Ci pµ
coefficients
dependence in Fig. 2 is due toÑthe
inclusion
of NLO
cor- at that depend on Wilson coefficients of various other op0 q = Wilson
scale
rections in the relation of EW parameters,high
which
are forerators at0.96
the matching scale µ0 . So far, only the LO
+NNLO
mally not part of the e↵ective theory and hence cannot
⌘ (mn = 11) and the NLO QCD ⌘ (mn
= 11QCD
+ 21)
CA pµb q theory.
µ0 –independent
be cancelled by the RGE in the !!!
e↵ective
At LO
contributions
0.97 were known. Now, we can include the full
in the e↵ective theory there is no renormalization group
NLO EW correction with the additional contributions
ñ
full
EW
corr’s
reduce
Br
by
mixing of C10 and the µ0 dependence may be used directly
(mn = 110.98
+ 21 + 02 + 12 + 22) ⌘ NLO (QCD + EW)5 .
[Hermann, Misiak, Steinhauser
`14]
compared
to NNLO
as an uncertainty. As discussed in4%
Sec.
III, beyond
LO QCD
in
For this purpose,
the scale
dependence
50 also100
150
200 of m
250
t that 300
QED the operator mixing will reduce the remaining µ0
originates from QCD will be taken
into account
µ0 [GeV]
for µb “when
5 GeV
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Estimate
of
higher
order
uncertainties
dependence even further.
varying the matching scale µ0 . Note that C10 (µb ) is in-

NNLO calculation removes
scale ambiguities – fixes top mass

Theory Prediction
We find for the time integrated BR @ NNLO & EW
[Bobeth MG, Hermann, Misiak, Steinhauser, Stamou `13]

Brthe = (3.65 ± 23) 10-9

Brexp = ( 2.9 ± 0.7 ) 10-9
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LHCb CMS Combination

fBq CKM

q
τH

Mt

αs

other nonparam. param.

!

B sℓ 4.0% 4.3% 1.3% 1.6% 0.1% < 0.1% 1.5% 6.4%
Bdℓ 4.5% 6.9% 0.5% 1.6% 0.1% < 0.1% 1.5% 8.5%
fBs [MeV]

τBs [ps-1]

|Vtb Vts|

Mt [GeV]

TABLE227.7(45)
II: Relative1.516(11)
uncertainties0.0415(13)
from various 173.1(9)
sources in Bsℓ
and Bdℓ . In the last column they are added in quadrature.
where we have used Vcb = 0.0424(9) [Gambino, Schwanda `13]
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Conclusions
Largest theory uncertainty (@ NLO EW and NNLO) :
- from fBs (4%), which will be reduced in the future
- rest ( <2 %)
But dependence on Vcb results in parametric uncertainty,
might be reduced in the future or removed by normalising to ∆Ms
Significantly smaller than experimental uncertainty
A reduced experimental uncertainty would by very useful, given
the reliable theory prediction.
Precision test of the Z-Penguin, Z‘, Scalar Operators ...
One should also consider observables beyond the branching ratio.
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